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DATA is CURRENCY
Waning used car supply. Increasing competition. Aging risk. Volatile market conditions. All
of these factors have created uncertainty, therefore, creating a fundamental shift in how
automotive retailers manage the pre-owned operations lifecycle.
Due to dramatic changes experienced by the used car marketplace, dealers that once charted
their own course of operations must today re-augur their operational compasses to meet the
needs of an increasingly complex, interconnected, and volatile marketplace.
This means dealers are undergoing a sea change in the way it operates and data (analytics)
is key to that process. The ability to take data – understand it, process it, extract value from
it, and take action will separate one automotive retailer from the next. A growing number of
dealership groups recognize this truth, but are stymied at how best to make it happen. Typically,
this is due to a lack of visibility into exactly what is needed to meet future goals and correct
current opportunities.

This eBook is intended to provide...

GENERAL MANAGERS &
USED CAR OPERATIONS
with a simple “how to” guide
into various techniques on how to better use
		ANALYTICS TO IMPROVE VISIBILITY
		DECISION MAKING
		

PERFORMANCE OF PRE-OWNED RETAIL OPERATIONS.
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Unlike conventional Inventory Management systems,

RETAIL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
is designed to

‘drive your numbers’ through the combination of

advanced analytics + embedded cutting-edge practices

from the best retailers in the industry.

NEW ERA for RETAIL AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS
We have hit a point in the used car market where “good enough” is no longer good enough.
Increased competition, a volatile economy, and shrinking margins are fundamentally changing
every aspect of the automotive retail industry. Are traditional inventory management systems
or velocity only approaches going to take dealers where they need to be?
For more than a decade, FirstLook Systems has been working with thousands of Automotive
Retailers across the country address these challenges, and in doing so, have identified critical
innovative retailing practices designed to improve both gross and turn. These cutting-edge
practices have since been incorporated into our on-demand software solution, Retail Performance
Management (RPM).
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SECTION 1
The Basics

There are hundreds of numbers to measure and manage pre-owned operations: total sales,
front-end gross, back-end gross, wholesale gross, VDPs, SRPs, click-through rates, conversion
rates, turns, days to sale … the list goes on and on. And without question, all of these are
important to your dealership. Working over the last 10-plus years with the top automotive
retailers in the industry, however, has taught us that a few numbers stand above all others when
driving the success of your dealership.
FirstLook’s Retail Performance Management focuses on three key metrics that drive
pre-owned performance. These include:

		Sweet Spot Sales:
			The percentage of vehicles selling between day 0-30
		Aged Wholesale Give-back:
			Gross profit given back from aged wholesale loss
		Retail Sales Efficiency:
			Percentage of vehicles selling between day 0-60
By analyzing these three Retail Performance Management metrics, users can make intelligent
decisions and take swift action toward meeting the dealership’s goals. Comparing trade-ins to
purchases using these same triggers also reveals quite a bit of information. Everyone knows

that trade-ins make more front-end gross than purchases … but do you measure it?
More often than not, when it is measured, the difference is astounding – sometimes
equaling as much as DOUBLE THE GROSS PROFIT ON AVERAGE. This single statistic leads
us down the path of working toward how to acquire more trade-ins or “trade-in like” vehicles.
Next, are three sets of fundamental best practices using analytics designed to achieve greater
performance across pre-owned retail operations.
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Appraisal Closing Effectiveness
It’s no mystery, trade-ins often bring much higher grosses than auction cars. Therefore finding
unique ways of acquiring them is critical. Retail Performance Management gives instant visibility
into how each manager in the store is performing in the appraisal lane. For example, in the
illustrations below, the manager with the lowest closing rate also has the highest grosses in both
retail and wholesale sales on trade-ins. This could be a potential sign that he is underbidding
trades and missing out on key opportunities. Focusing on these insights and drawing on the
success of the top performers will benefit the entire store.

RPM Tip: Since trade-ins often bring much higher grosses than auction cars,
finding unique ways of acquiring them is critical. Dealers should consider promoting
“We-Buy” cars program. Many dealers and dealer groups have found this to be an
extremely significant channel for acquiring retail inventory. 77% of a dealership’s
traffic comes from the Internet or a referral while only 25% of their advertising
spend is focused on the web. Consider reallocating some of the traditional media
spend (i.e. newspaper, radio, TV) to promote a “We-Buy” cars program.
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Pricing Effectiveness
With the level of competition in the used-car market, pricing appropriately has never been more
important. However, there are dealerships that have gotten into the habit of starting every car at
96 percent of market, compromising future grosses. These dealers have ignored the differences
between gross and commodity cars. Every retail industry contains a combination of high-margin
and low-margin products; the key is identifying which one is which.
Retail Performance Management provides managers instant visibility into the pricing
opportunities at their store based on a variety of pricing metrics. As shown in the illustration
below, comparing against like vehicles in the marketplace suggests there are some vehicles
that are potentially overpriced. Additionally, understanding the vehicles that are at risk of being
underpriced is essential, so that dealers do not give away gross profit unnecessarily. It’s also
critical to understand how effective
your re-pricing actions are at moving
your inventory. RPM also provides the
percentage of the vehicles that are
re-priced sell within two weeks of that
price change. Providing instant visibility
into pricing opportunities accelerates
decision-making and performance.

RPM Tip: CarMax recently conducted a study that revealed that only 23 percent of
consumers rank price as the most important factor in their buying decision, while 77
percent rank value (typically tied to some aspect of quality) as their primary buying
criteria. Dealers who recognize the profit potential of their vehicles and communicate
their value to consumers will be able to move inventory while securing higher margin.
To turn inventory quickly and still generate strong gross profits, dealers should evolve
their practices from “price-based selling” to “value-based selling.”
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Inventory Mix
Having the right mix of inventory for your specific dealership is critical to success. But what is
the right inventory? The answer is in combining the power of your unique dealership data and
makeup with the top performers in the market. Having daily insight into where the gaps are in
your inventory will allow you to quickly react and set your sales team up for success.
This includes having deep insight into:
•

Over/Under stocking: This means knowing what the appropriate days supply is for your
store and what that exact number of retail vehicles is. In some markets where seasonality
has an impact, the days supply you carry may vary based on the time of year. No matter
what the season, however, you need to know exactly how many of each segment, make
and model is necessary to ensure success.

•

Fast Sellers, Top Sellers, Most Profitable: Ask each of your managers to list the top five
vehicles in each one of these categories. Most likely, you’ll get some very different
answers. Having this data is very eye-opening, especially when you see that many of the
vehicles that perform well are actually non-core vehicles that make great flip pieces for
your core inventory.

•

Market Performers: In order to
grow, many dealers need to look
to vehicles outside of their comfort
zone. Having the data that reveals
the best-performing vehicles in your
market allows you to fill the holes
in your inventory with flip cars that
are proven performers.

RPM Tip: In 2012, ten brands had record years in Certified Pre-Owned sales. And
according to a Cars.com study 56% of shoppers think CPO is worth an extra $1,000$2,500. Discounting a dealerships own history and success suggests this means
nothing. This does not mean that market data is not extremely important. However,
without question the combination of store and market data makes for infinitely
stronger decision making ability.
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SECTION 2

Group Level Analytics

Retail Performance Management also provides unique capabilities designed specifically for
dealership groups. This includes a centralized dashboard that provides visibility into a wide range
of performance analytics of the group. Starting from a “30,000” foot view of an entire group,
Group Level Managers can drill right down into the analytics of a single store giving them the
ability to view the successes, opportunities, and actions for every dealership within the group.
This level of visibility enables you to answer the following questions:
•

How effective are the stores at closing trade appraisals?

•

Which stores have aging issues?

•

Where do pricing opportunities exist across the group?

•

How effectively are stores retailing cars from both a gross profit and turn perspective?

•

Are there opportunities to transfer vehicles from inside the group and how profitable the
transfer of cars within the group has been?

The following are FIVE CUTTING-EDGE PRACTICES of how dealer groups
are improve pre-owned retail performance group-wide using robust
benchmarking tools and analytics.

“

A dealership group’s primary
competitive advantage lies in
the ability to leverage collective
resources, knowledge, and insights
of every store across the group.

”
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In-Group Appraisal Closing Effectiveness
With Retail Performance Management, dealer groups can easily stack rank the appraisal closing
rate for each store. From this view, dealers can see where each store ranks, how profitable
immediate wholesale cars are, and how often each store is utilizing the system. With insight
into Appraisal Closing rates, group general managers can make swift and effective decisions to
improve the performance at various stores. For example, in illustration 1.1, the bottom ranking
stores show opportunity with regards to how they are bidding trades. As the report indicates,
they are making high immediate wholesale grosses which could be a sign they are underbidding
cars. Focusing in on these insights and drawing on the success of the top stores will benefit the
entire group.

Image 1.1 Group Appraisal Closing Rates
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In-Group Pricing Effectiveness
Dealers who recognize the profit potential of their vehicles and communicate their value to
consumers will be able to move inventory while securing higher margin. To turn inventory
quickly and still generate strong gross profits – dealers should evolve their practices from “pricebased selling” to “value-based selling.”
Retail Performance Management provides group general managers centralized visibility and
stack ranks each store based on a variety of pricing metrics. As shown in illustration 1.2, the
BMW, Mercedes and Honda stores have the highest percentage of aging vehicles, and also
have the most potentially overpriced vehicles. This could indicate they have competitive pricing
opportunities. Additionally, understanding the vehicles that are at risk of being underpriced is
also essential, so that dealers do not give away gross profit unnecessarily. Providing instant
visibility into pricing opportunities accelerates decision making and performance of the entire
group.

Image 1.2 Group Incentory Pricing Risk
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In-Group Average Aging Profile
Does your group have an aging policy? We have found that our top performing groups keep a
pretty tight grip on how vehicles age, focusing on Retail Sales Efficiency and selling their vehicles
in the period where the most gross potential exists. Retail Performance Management displays
the current aging profile of the entire group and then allows users to drill into the analytics at
each store. Each day users gain access into the potential aging opportunities in every store.
As shown in illustration 1.3, the BMW, Honda and Mercedes stores all have potential aging
bubbles. From here, General Managers can drill down further to isolate the problem and take
appropriate action. For example, users can use the Pricing Report (illustration 1.2) shown earlier
to see if any of these stores have potential overpricing issues. As seen in the examples the 3
stores with the highest percentage of overpriced vehicles, also have the highest percentage of
vehicles over 60 days old. Additionally, users can also isolate aging issues based on a store’s
inventory mix. For example, the stores
in question may not be stocking the
best mix of cars for their store and
market. With this level of visibility, Retail
Performance Management enables groups
to isolate aging issues quickly and expose
opportunity for continuous improvement.

Image 1.3 Group Aging Report

RPM Tip:

Set a ceiling for the percentage of inventory that can age over 60 days.
Some top dealers groups set this at 10%. Our research shows that the top RPM
dealers typically lose money on vehicles sold after day 60. And that does not take
into account the used car department’s holding costs. Let the stores know that at the
end of each month you will review how much of the inventory is over day 60 and then
take appropriate measures to bring things back in line if they are above the ceiling
you set.
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InGroup Vehicle Transfer Opportunities
Transferring vehicles between stores within a group can help reduce aging risk and increase
gross profit opportunity. This can be a difficult program to facilitate without a tool to help
identify the opportunities, as well as something to measure the success of vehicles that do
transfer. Additionally, the dynamics between stores sometimes makes it difficult to convince
them why this is such an important program to institute. However, with increased competition
and an expensive wholesale market why would you ever want to sell your hard earned vehicles
to your competition at the auction. Retail Performance Management will identify redistribution
opportunities daily within the group based on where cars are most optimal. For example, in
illustration 1.4 and 1.5, if the Honda store has an aging Chevrolet Equinox that is a top grossing/
turning vehicle for the Chevrolet store, Retail Performance Management will indicate that it is a
good candidate for transfer.
With this insight, groups can facilitate an “auction” amongst the stores, or shift inventory around
based on where they fit best. This will also indicate how profitable the transfer of vehicles is
within the group. What we have
found is that makes significant gross
profit impact across the entire group
by eliminating large aged wholesale
losses and keeping that hard earned
retail inventory in the group.

Image 1.4
Group
Redistribution
Opportunities

Image 1.5
Group
Redistribution
Profitability

RPM Tip:

In Group Auction- Facilitating an internal group auction for aging retail
pieces can be a very profitable way to move vehicles to a more optimal location. Set
guidelines for what the floor price is and let the stores bid for the aging units. It is
just like going to the auction only you have the reconditioning information, and there
are no sell fees, buy fees or transportation costs. This all amounts to a much more
profitable retail sale.
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In-Group Retail Benchmarking
After properly stocking, pricing and merchandising the vehicles across all stores, the most
important numbers to manage are those pertaining to retail success. What we have found is that
the top groups benchmark their stores on Sweet Spot Sales (Cars Retailing between days 1-30),
Retail Sales Efficiency (Vehicles Retailing between days 1-60), and how much profit they are
giving back in aged wholesale loss. The benchmarks these groups strive for are 65% of vehicles
selling in the Sweet Spot and 85% Retail Sales Efficiency.
These benchmarks are extremely important because the top groups who focus on Retail
Performance Management make virtually every dollar of gross profit on the vehicles that sell in
the Retail Sales Efficiency window. As it is shown in illustration 1.6 the RPM Groups stack rank
their stores based on these metrics.
Additionally, they can compare the top
3 RPM benchmarking metrics with the
average front end gross profits being
achieved. With this insight Group
Level Executives can quickly identify
which stores have opportunities,
as well as sponge off of the top
performing stores in the group.

Image 1.6 Behind the Numbers Report

RPM Tip:

There are hundreds of numbers a dealership can manage off of on a
daily basis. When it comes to used cars focusing on Sweet Spot Sales and Retail
Sales Efficiency simplifies the end game. Making the proper moves to sell cars in this
window increases front end gross profits, and volume, which amounts to increased
F&I and Service money. Send these metrics to all the stores ranked from highest
to lowest each week. This creates a sense of competition and allows everyone the
opportunity to sponge off of the highest performing stores.
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SECTION 3

Using Analytics to
		Improve Online Performance

Most dealerships understand how
important the Internet is to their business.
And every day, more and more are finding
ways to leverage the back-end tools of
third-party sites such as Cars.com and
Autotrader.com. But how do you know if
you are doing a good job?
The key lies in knowing what it takes to
compete successfully online; how to track
and benchmark that success; how to
balance spending and know where your
money is going; and what steps it takes to
improve. Ask yourself these questions:

•

How effectively are we merchandising our vehicles 		
online?

•

Are we getting activity online?

•

What is my return on investment for my online spend?

•

What can I do to improve my online traffic?
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Merchandising Effectiveness
Do you know how many of your vehicles are not online? How many are online without photos?
How many do not have a price? How many are lacking an ad description? Do you track how long
it takes your dealership to post new inventory online?
If the answer to any of those questions was “no” then you have some work to do. In today’s
dealer environment your virtual “front line” is as important, if not more important, than your
real one. As we mentioned, consumers only visit 1.8 dealerships in person when purchasing a
car. The majority of their car shopping takes place while sitting in front of their computers. This
means that every day your vehicles are not on the Web is a day more that it sits on your lot.
There are varying opinions on this, but the fact of the matter is,
top retailers get their vehicles online immediately (even if they are
not fully through the shop yet). If the car isn’t ready to sell and a
customer comes in or calls for it, it’s still an opportunity to flip the
customer to another vehicle. You are getting a swing at the plate
that you probably would not have otherwise—all thanks to getting
your inventory online quicker.

RPM Tip:

Being online is not enough. Merchandising is imperative when you’re
on a third party website that typically has at least 25 listings on the page. This
means having the visibility into your online front line and being sure each unit has a
competitive price, photos and a detailed description. Go take a look through your own
dealer website. Are your vehicles represented the way you would like to attract the
most attention to your product? Being relevant and transparent online is critical. Are
you answering the questions consumers are asking or writing fluff? Sell the value of
your car, brand, and dealership online.
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Measuring Online Activity
For many years, we measured how often the “door gets cracked” on the cars on our lot. But
what about your online “test drives”? These are actually MORE important since they now dictate
if the customer will walk through your door. This requires measuring activity on both an overall
and vehicle-specific level.
So what can you measure? There are search results pages (SRPs), vehicle detail page hits
(VDPs), actions (print pages, maps, etc) and leads. These metrics lead to clicks; the higher your
click-rhrough rate (e.g., the percentage of the time consumers click on your ads or listings),
the higher your potential conversion rate (e.g., how often these activities lead to the shopper
actually visiting, email or calling you).
Dealers struggle to easily gain visibility into what is happening on their online front line.
Navigating through the back-end tools of all your advertising sites can be a struggle—but having
them wrapped up into a single dashboard can drastically simplify things. Click-throughs give a
good indication of whether your vehicle is attractive enough for people to want to learn more.
Actions, however, tell you that people are potentially interested in buying. If they are printing
out a map to your dealership, for example, they are serious about buying that car.
What is a good click-through and conversion rate? That’s a tough question, because it can vary
dramatically by market. In some markets, a 2 percent click-through rate may be good, while in
others, anything less than 6 percent is considered poor performance. It depends on the size and
location of your market, the dealer saturation, etc. Want a good barometer? Ask your Autotrader
or Cars.com representative to give you statistics that can tell you how the dealerships in your
market are performing.
In the end, these numbers should
help drive decision-making with your
inventory. If you are getting a lot of
activity on a car but it is not selling,
what is the problem? Ask your
salespeople. Do a walk around. Test
drive it. There is something holding
it back. Conversely, if your units are
not getting attention at all, it may be
time to make a change in how you
merchandise them online.
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Return on Investment
Online activity data is great for telling you how YOU are performing on third-party websites. But
what about how those sites are performing for you? Are you actually getting a good return on
that investment? What is your cost per VDP? Cost per lead?
We are always concerned about whether the return on our investment is there. Your online
advertising investment should not be any different. The average U.S. dealership is spending
close to $8,000 per month advertising online. Many dealerships spend upwards of $15,000 to
$20,000 per month. That is a huge chunk of change. Do you measure your ROI?
Benchmarking your sites against each other to see what this activity is actually costing you is
imperative. What is your actual cost per VDP click? How much is each lead costing you? And
does the money you spend funnel people to your website? This data ensures you know how
these third-party sites are performing for you and what those advertising dollars are actually
producing for you.
This can help you make educated decisions on where you allocate advertising budget and
what to change. We’re not advocating that you drastically increase your advertising spending;
it is interesting, however, to note that while 77 percent of customers find their way to your
dealership from the Internet or a referral, only 25 percent of advertising spend is focused on
the Web. The bulk of the remaining spend: television (20 percent), newspaper (20 percent)
and radio (16 percent). With so much of our business coming through the Internet, it poses an
interesting question: why do we
still allocate a relatively small
percentage to online advertising?
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Improving Online Traffic
After analyzing the data, the next question is, how do you improve? As we discussed earlier,
the first step is to make sure everything is merchandised effectively. When a vehicle is
underperforming, the first instinct is to lower the price. And sometimes this is absolutely
necessary. But anyone can stand in front of a room and tell you that if you lower your prices,
your cars will sell faster. The key is in selling VALUE online.
Do your listings answer the questions consumers ask most when they are buying a car?
Consumers are doing 11.5 hours of research online. Do you think telling them the car was “only
driven on Sundays to and from church” will make them want to buy? Today, transparency is
king. Answer the questions they are asking and you will win: Is it safe? Do credible sources
recommend it? What is the value of this car versus the same one on another lot? Toss around
cheesy dealer speak and VIN explosions and, chances are, they’ll scroll right past you.
Take certified pre-owned vehicles for example. There is a lot of value in your CPO programs. Do
you think the customer knows that when shopping online? Do they know why the certified car is
more expensive than the non-certified competitor? Not unless you tell them. This is true about
all aspects of your used inventory. It’s all about being RELEVANT in how you describe your cars.
TELL THEM WHY THE VEHICLE FITS THEIR NEEDS: This will vary depending on if you are
targeting a family buyer, luxury buyer, etc. For example, if it is a family buyer, explain the
great safety features and the added storage capacity.
LIMIT THEIR BUYING RISK: Explaining things like Carfax 1-Owner and CPO programs
makes the consumer feel more confident that they are not buying a lemon.
AFFORDABILITY: Everyone wants a good deal. Explain how you are lower than Kelley
Blue Book or NADA’s suggested retail price to help prove the point. Shoppers reference
these sources on trades all the time, so it’s a language they understand.
WHAT MAKES YOU DIFFERENT: This means both the car and your dealership. Was the
car originally bought and serviced by your store? Does it have four new tires? What 		
unique offerings does your dealership provide? Time to brag about yourself.
No matter how big or small your store is, or whether you are in a large metro or rural area, data
has become critical to managing day-to-day operations. It is the natural evolution of a variety
of forces – the Internet, a volatile economy, waning used-car supply, increased competition,
et al – that is fundamentally changing every aspect of the automotive retail world. Forwardlooking managers recognize the nature of these changes, understand that greater volumes of
intelligence are hidden throughout their entire retail operations, and are eager to incorporate
that intelligence into their own organizational IQ.
In this ebook, we have offered a handful of the ingredients we believe are essential for any
successful dealership. We are confident that if you adopt a few of these cutting-edge practices,
the powerful new insights from your own retail operations will lead to enhanced performance and
success.
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About FirstLook Systems
For more than a decade, FirstLook has been working with thousands of Automotive
Retailers across the country address these challenges, and in doing so, have identified
critical innovative retailing practices designed to improve both gross and turn. These
cutting-edge practices have since been incorporated into our on-demand software
solution, Retail Performance Management (RPM). Unlike conventional Inventory
Management systems, Retail Performance Management is designed to ‘drive your
numbers’ through the combination advanced analytics and embedded cutting-edge
practices from the best retailers in the industry.

833 West Jackson Blvd.
Suite 800
Chicago IL, 60607
888-282-1507
www.firstlooksystem.com
sales@firstlooksystems.com
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